


SASPI represents the Sport and play Industry concerned 
with the construction of artificial and natural pitches, 

athletics tracks, sports courts and playground surfaces 
in South Africa. We believe in promoting quality, 

standards and ethics. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning to you all and welcome to the SASPI CONFERENCE OF 2018My name is Jeremy Stewart and I am the current Chairman of SASPI. SASPI is a registered Non Profit Organisation that was started back in 2016 by 6 founding members all of who are represented here today. Our mission and desire is to improve the standing of the sports surfaces industry focusing on the construction of artificial and natural pitches, athletics tracks, sports courts and play surfaces in South Africa. Before we crack off today I would like to briefly mention a few Housekeeping notes:Point out where bathrooms are located.Cellphones on silent or off please. I am now going to say a few thank you’s and whip through the order of events for what promises to be a very informative day for all. 



Order of events

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you to all of you seated here today who have a vested interest in our sports and play facilities across South Africa and have taken the time out to spend an educational day learning from some truly inspirational speakers and leaders in their fields of expertise. We are honored to have speakers, business representatives and guests who have flown in from around the world. A big thank you to the following speakers who have taken time out of their busy schedules to present to us today:TIM HAMPTON C & A FRIEDLANDER  ATTORNEYS JOE CARRIM –from SAFA ERIC ‘O DONNELL (SCOTLAND) - Eric O Donnel could be anywhere in the world at any time given his travel itineraryEric is a founder and managing director of Sports Labs Ltd, a global force in the assessment, research and testing of sports surfaces. He has a background in civil engineering from Heriot Watt University in Edinburgh. He has 38 years of experience  testing and setting standards for the performance and durability of synthetic sports surfaces.ALASTAIR COX (UK)Alastair Cox is Facilities and Quality Program Manager at the FIH. He has almost40 years’ experience in the testing and setting of standards for the performance of sports surfaces and sports equipment with many of the world’s leading international sports federations. He is recognised as a global expert on synthetic turf sports surfaces.KLAUS SPIEGELBAUER – Germany ( Global Sales Manager for  Kraiberg Relastec Impact protection flooring)Marissa Langeni who is CEO of SAHA (South African Hockey Association)MEDIA – Karyn Richards and Helen from Landscape SAMariem Mazeni from SMG in Germany – SMG is a pioneering company that develops and manufactures machinery for the installation and maintenance of synthetic surfaces in the sports industry. Gary Frank and Kent Mkalipi from Department of Cultural Affairs and Sports – Western Cape Government I now would now like to call on our SASPI Secretary Emma Steyn to tell you about SASPI but before I do I would like to personally thank her for all of her hard work she has put into making today happen and without her today would not have happened. Emma is the project manager at UJ Sportslabs and spends much of her time travelling in planes testing sports surfaces and compiling reports and recommendations and between all this still puts so much work into SASPI. We thank you Emma. 



An Introduction to playground 
flooring in South Africa

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An Introduction to playground flooring in South AfricaToday I am going to talk very generally on playground safety surfacing rather than just focusing on one flooring type being wet pour rubber installation and the associated Pitfalls, I noticed that  there are more sports flooring attendees here today than play attendees so I have revised my original presentation so I can talk to a broader spectrum of audience.Later on this morning you will hear from Tim Hampton, a specialist attorney with an interest in playground law so I will not go here in my talk other than to say that most people are not aware of the minimum playground safety standards and requirements and the legal ramifications should a child become injured in a playground.  Part of our legal and moral responsibility is to ensure that children play on play structures where the flooring installed offers significant protection to a falling child. This is after all where we send our children to have fun and to play without much thought to safety although play will always have a risk element associated to it. Statistics show that injuries, which occur during play and leisure activities, account for 36 % of the non-fatal home and leisure accidents.Implementation of playground safety standards internationally has proven to reduce accidents and deaths by as much as 80%. This is a triumph which cannot be ignored and South Africa cannot continue to deny or ignore the reality of serious injuries and deaths on playgrounds in our country.



Playground flooring topics

Accidents – causes and types

Playground surface options
• Sand
• Loose rubber crumb
• Wood chips and bark mulch
• Rubber tiles
• Wet pour Rubber

Critical fall height compliancy
HIC ( head injury criteria ) test 
criteria
Placement of playground flooring

The state of play in playgrounds in 
South Africa

Safety Rubber Flooring
(wet pour and tile format)

Future of playgrounds in SA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main topics that I will talk about today are:Accidents in playgrounds– the causes and typesPlayground surface options:SandLoose rubber crumbWood chips and bark mulchRubber tilesWet pour RubberCritical fall height compliancyHIC ( head injury criteria ) test criteriaPlacement of playground flooringA review of a few municipal playgrounds that i visited last week in Cape TownRUBBER ( wet pour and TILE)Future of playgrounds in SA



Accidents – causes and types

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Accidents – Causes and Types It is estimated that there are approximately 40,000 injuries to children on playgrounds each year which result in a hospital visit. The accident statistics show that injuries as a result of accidents occur for several reasons  Management Causes poor equipment design or failure to comply to Safety Standards poor design and layout Incorrectly specified or installed safety surfacingunsuitable equipment for the intended age group  incorrect installation poor or non inspection poor maintenance  User Causes lack of supervision 'misuse' of equipment unsuitable clothing wornweather conditions  Types of Accidents  Not all accidents are related to the equipment - perhaps as few as 40% - and of these 80% result in a fall to the surface. Of the equipment involved in fall injuries the figures suggest these percentages: Swings 40% Climbers 23% Slides 21%Roundabouts 5% See-Saws 4% Fireman's Poles 1% Others 6% This does not mean swings are more dangerous - its  just that there are more of them and they are more popular. 



Playground surface options 

Accidents – causes and types

Playground surface options
• Sand
• Loose rubber crumb
• Wood chips and bark mulch
• Rubber tiles
• Wet pour Rubber

Critical fall height compliancy
HIC ( head injury criteria ) test 
criteria
Placement of playground flooring

The state of play in playgrounds in 
South Africa

Safety Rubber Flooring
(wet pour and tile format)

Future of playgrounds in SA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most common playground surfacing options are as follows: SandLoose rubber crumbWood chips and bark mulchRubber tilesWet pour Rubber



Playground surface options

SAND

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAND Sand is fast becoming obsolete as an option for safety surfacing which is a pity in a way as it is so important for young children to experience this play medium. Sand used in playgrounds must be installed at a minimum depth of 30cm. Installation over asphalt or concrete will cause poor impact results and sub surface preparation is essential.



Playground surface options

Advantages and disadvantages
SAND

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The advantages of sand are:low to medium costEasy to obtainEasy to installThe disadvantages of sand are:It is hard to walk and play onNot wheelchair friendlyCan be swallowed or get into peoples eyes, hair and clothesCan hide insect and animal parasites and excrement and also hide dangerous sharp objectsAnimal parasites in the sand can cause toxocariasis which can lead to blindnessIt can be thrown, scattered and blown off and onto adjoining spaces thus reducing its impact absorbing propertiesThe sand in the sandpits need regular changing and covering with a special coverToxocariasis is an infection transmitted from animals to humans (zoonosis) caused by the parasitic roundworms commonly found in the intestine of dogs.



Playground surface options

Maintenance
SAND

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maintenance of sand pits:High ongoing maintenance costs Requires regular inspection, raking, levelling, and sifting of compacted sandConstant removal of foreign matterPeriodic addition and topping up of sandRegular raking will be needed - ideally on a daily basisPeriodic forking is necessary. 



Playground surface options

LOOSE RUBBER CRUMB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LOOSE RUBBER CRUMB The Rubber crumb used is processed and produced through the grinding up of old rubber tyres, delivered to site and installed to a minimum depth of 30cm. This rubber crumb should be free of metal and other fibers.Suppliers of the rubber should also be able to confirm whether the rubber contains lead, toxins or allergens such as latex.Installation over asphalt or concrete will cause poor impact results and sub surface preparation is essential.



Playground surface options

Advantages and disadvantages
LOOSE RUBBER CRUMB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The advantages of loose rubber crumb are:Easy to installDurableNot abrasiveDoes not support microbial growthLess attractive to animalsThe disadvantages of rubber crumb are:Not wheelchair friendlyCan be ignitedWide variation in quality – it may contain wire, metal, lead or other toxinsCan hide dangerous sharp objects like glass.Can be lodged in ears or nose or rubber particles may enter and remain in the lungsMessy as is thrown, scattered and blown off and onto adjoining spaces



Playground surface options

Maintenance
LOOSE RUBBER CRUMB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maintenance of rubber crumb:High ongoing maintenance costs.  Requires daily / regular inspection, raking, leveling and sifting Constant removal of foreign matterPeriodic addition of topping up of rubber crumb



Playground surface options

WOOD CHIPS / BARK MULCH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wood chips or bark mulch Wood chips or bark mulch used in playgrounds must be installed to a minimum depth of 30cm.The sources of these must be checked for toxins or allergens Installation over asphalt or concrete will cause poor impact results and sub surface preparation is essential.



Playground surface options

WOOD CHIPS / BARK MULCH
Advantages and disadvantages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The advantages of wood chips and bark mulch are:low costEasy to obtainAttractive natural appearanceEasy to installThe disadvantages of using wood chips and bark mulch are:Hard to walk and play onNot wheelchair friendlyCan be swallowed, scattered or thrown into peoples eyesDecomposes and compacts over timeMicrobial growth when wetCan be ignitedCan hide insect and animal excrement and dangerous sharp objectsIs thrown, scattered and blown off and onto adjoining spaces



Playground surface options

WOOD CHIPS / BARK MULCH
Maintenance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maintenance of Wood chips or bark mulchHigh ongoing maintenance costs Requires regular inspection, raking, levelling, and sifting of wood chips and bark mulchConstant removal of foreign matterPeriodic addition of topping up of bark and chips 



Playground surface options

RUBBER TILES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RUBBER TILES or SLABS Rubber slabs are increasingly becoming the 1st choice in playgrounds worldwide. Rubber playground safety tiles or slabs are a pressed into shape and are manufactured using a combination of a pigmented polyurethane binder and rubber crumb.The rubber slabs can be installed on asphalt, concrete or on a well prepared sub base and can be installed at variable thicknesses, lengths, colours and patterns.



Playground surface options

RUBBER TILES
Advantages and disadvantages
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Presentation Notes
The advantages of rubber slabs are:They are wheelchair accessible Easy to installStay in place after installation Consistent impact absorbing qualitiesLongest lasting of all impact protection surfaces – several times the lifetime of most other safety surfacesEasy to cleanDurableThe most cost affective safety surfacing over the long termLowest maintenance costs over long termThe disadvantages of rubber slabs are:Initially expensiveRequire professional installation May be vandalised or burned 



Playground surface options

RUBBER TILES
Maintenance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maintenance of rubber tiles :Regular inspection for damage and debrisGeneral maintenance involves sweeping, blowing, or vacuuming debris from the surfaceEast to repair – just replace a rubber tile



Playground surface options

WET POUR - RUBBER

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WET POUR RUBBERWet pour rubber is continuous surfacing made from combining polyurethane binder and rubber crumb together and screeding it onto the surface by hand with a plastic trowel. Wet pour rubber can be installed on asphalt, concrete or on a well prepared sub base and can be installed in variable thicknesses, colours and patterns.



Playground surface options

WET POUR - RUBBER
Advantages and disadvantages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The advantages of wet pour rubber are:It is wheelchair accessible Easy to installStays in placeConsistent impact absorbing qualitiesPatterns, designs, motifs and different colour combinations can be incorporated into surface quite easilyEasy to clean DurableLower maintenance costs over long termThe disadvantages of wet pour rubber are:Initially expensiveRequires professional installation May be vandalized or burnedWide variation in qualityCan be become harder over time 



Playground surface options

WET POUR - RUBBER
Maintenance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maintenance of wet pour rubberRegular inspection for damage and debrisGeneral maintenance involves sweeping, blowing, or vacuuming debris from the surfaceEast to repair Does not need complete replacement when damaged



Critical fall height compliancy 

Accidents – causes and types

Playground surface options
• Sand
• Loose rubber crumb
• Wood chips and bark mulch
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• Wet pour Rubber
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criteria
Placement of playground flooring

The state of play in playgrounds in 
South Africa

Safety Rubber Flooring
(wet pour and tile format)

Future of playgrounds in SA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PLAYGROUND SAFETY CHECKLISTS AND SPECIFICATIONS The following three simple diagrams diagrams and illustrations are to be used as guidelines when designing and specifying playgrounds When it comes to playground legislation and adoption and carrying out of the minimum required standards, then the SANS 51166 and 51177 standards are adopted and followed.They refer to the correct installation methods and help to ensure that the critical fall height protection flooring is correct.



Critical fall height compliancy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This critical fall height chart applies to rubber tiles or wet pour rubber.  Certain manufactures produce Impact protection slabs that are already complete, tested and comply to International EN and SANS critical fall height legislation, while the wet pour application still needs to be calculated before installation and measured post installation.This diagram shows you that rubber tiles or wet pour are available at variable thicknesses, and so that the budget can be tightly planned, controlled and legislation can be obtained.  SANS 51176 refers to the standards for playground equipment and is (provisionally) subdivided into 7parts. Part 1 states the general requirements for all playground equipment. Parts 2 to 6 stateadditional requirements for specific items of equipment.SANS 51177 concerns with the surfacing materials used and specifies requirements for surfacing to beused in children’s playgrounds and specific requirements for areas where impact attenuation isnecessary.



Head injury criteria

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Head Injury Criterion (HIC), is an international measure for the likelihood of a head injury arising from an impact.The HIC–Meter consists of a metal sphere ( basically a dummy head), that is fitted with various certified acceleration sensors. The HIC–value is calculated by measuring acceleration during a fall and measuring the impact when the sphere hits the ground.By dropping the sphere on the floor from various heights, you can measure to which fall height the fall surface has a sufficient impact absorbing value.



Placement of playground flooring

Playground Flooring Placement Diagram

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A simple guideline to correct spatial placement of safety flooringThe proper placement of playground flooring is essential, be it for wet pour or tiles or other surfacing.The protective surfacing should be extended to at least two meters from the outside of the equipment in all directions.The impact protection flooring should extend in front of and behind a single axis swing, to the distance that is equal to the height of the top bar from which the swing is suspended.The playground surfacing should cover a radius that is equal to the height of the suspending chain or rope plus two meters in all directions, for round or multi-axis swings.



The state of play in playgrounds 
in South Africa

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The state of play on playgrounds in SAOn Wednesday last week I decided to do an experiment and test 4 playgrounds in a rather unorthodox manner. I drove to a point in a middle income neighborhood near my home in Claremont, Cape Town. I punched playground into Google maps on my cellphone and followed it to 4 separate playgrounds I had never been to in a 10km radius. Although this was a random selection of playgrounds, my experience showed that the playgrounds I visited were similar to other playgrounds I have visited and inspected in South Africa. I will now show you a few photographs I took and make a few observations. 



Safe playground?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first playground I visited was one I cycle past on most weekends and it has always looked safe and innocuous from afar. On closer inspection it was anything but ????



Dangerous placement No fall protection

Playground jungle gyms

Tripping hazard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The play equipment is too close to the steps and its actually butting up against it – the recommendation would be to have a 2 meter gap between the two structuresNo fall protection on the steps or below the equipmentBalance beam has no fall protection beneath itOne wooden slat broken in the platform on the other side of the beamNo fall protection below the ladderThe concrete support base is exposed and is a trip hazard and a child could slice their foot on this edge



Incorrect equipment placement

Playground tyre swing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The tyre swing is badly designed and a child will definitely injure their back when the tyre slams into the wooden support upright. All the wooden uprights are indented from the force of the tyre hitting into with great force so you can only imagine the back or leg injuries sustained already.The distance placement should be the height of the single axis tyre swing + 2 meters in all directionsThis shows:Lack of logicLack of planningLack of concern for safety.



No fall protection.
A fall could result in serious injury or death

Playground ladders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No fall protection beneath the ladderIt is a 3 meter high ladder and a severe fall from the topThis was also incredibly slippery as it had been raining and the beams where hard to gripIf you do have a successful landing and are barefoot you will land on the bolt heads and possibly injure or cut your foot 



No fall protectionSteep fall Steep decline

Playground slides

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very steep Slide This is an almost vertical slide which is literally unplayable on and a child could easily fall forwards whilst hurtling down the face of itIf you do make a successful landing you will need to contend with the off center tyres and the sharp concrete jutting out from the sub baseThe last picture shows me standing above the slide and looking down the precipice 



No fall protectionIncorrect placement 

Playground swings

Incorrect placement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SwingsPictures 1 and 3 have the same inherent problemsThe tyres were all torn and damaged and the bolts were sharp and rustyThe angles were all incorrect so when you pushed the swing some of the tyres hit the side upright supportsThe fall zone does not extend far enough forwards or backwardsMiddle pictureA child cannot even get into the swing as it is close to a meter in height so getting out is an even bigger problemNo fall protection at all



Most common playground 
surfaces

Rubber wet pour or 
rubber tile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will now talk about the most common two types of playground surfacing used worldwide and in South Africa. They are wet pour rubber and Impact protection rubber tiles. 



Rubber Flooring to suit your functional and aesthetic needs.

Rubber tiles 

Rubber wet pour 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The picture on the screen now shows the main differences between the two types of rubber flooring Point out the differences on the screenSeamlessDesign FreedomSBR vs EPDM Rubber 



You can use wet pour rubber 
flooring for sports surfaces.

Wet pour rubber

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first type I will talk about is Wet Pour Surfacing  A 'wet pour' surface is a blended mix of rubber granules bound together with a Polyurethane resin binder, having been mixed on site and laid on an existing suitable, or specially prepared base to provide a continuous surfacing free of seams or joints. The wet pour rubber is usually laid in two layers with the first layer being made from recycled rubber and polyurethane binder and this is called the cushion layer.The wear layer is made from using EPDM (Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer) rubber and a polyurethane binder either in Aliphatic or Aromatic composition depending on the budget and UV resistance required. Site Suitability Wet pour systems cure quite rapidly, after mixing, so the contractor must be able to get the mixing plant reasonably near the play area (within about 20 metres). If the existing base is hard such as concrete or tarmac the surfacing can be applied upon it but there may be a 'step up' for the child, representing a trip point. The contractor should make a proper edge finish, by cutting a 'channel or toe' in the existing formation to key in the surface edge. The surfacing must extend to the full SANS recommendation before the ramp edge begins.If there is no hard base to work on, then excavate to reduce the level and fill to a minimum depth of 150mm of crusher stone as a foundation. Then install the required thickness of 'wet pour' surfacing over this. The area should have a retaining edge to the perimeter, preferably a pre-cast kerb.



Wet pour rubber

You can use wet pour rubber 
flooring for playground surfaces.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important to know how to select your supplier or contractorAsk for references of recent installations and those over three years old for you to inspect. Check the financial status of the supplier. Regrettably a number of contractors offering very competitive prices in recent years, have failed to survive, taking your warranty with them.Expect a minimum of two years warranty, not only for wear and tear, materials and workmanship, but that the installation will still perform within SASPI and SANS standards criteria. Check to see that the supplier has made provision for securing the installation until it is fit to walk and play on and accepts liability to that time. Enquire whether the supplier is a member of SASPI and as such, bound by SASPI’s Code of Practice and Technical Guidelines. 



Wet pour rubber

Seamless flooring reduces the 
risk of tripping.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wet pour rubber Maintenance The periodic removal of dirt and pollution should be the only maintenance necessary and this can be done by power washing or the application of a washing detergent, copious amount of water and brushing with a stiff broom. Surfacing located beneath trees, may attract moss or similar. Any proprietary moss killer should be used but care is needed in application because of the possible hazard to children. 



Wet pour rubber

Allows design freedom, 
as colour changes and patterns 

are easily integrated. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wet Pour rubber flooring allows you design freedom, as colour changes and patterns are easily integrated.Patterns can be seamlessly created by using logo moulds and corporate logos can also be incorporated into the design. 



Wet pour rubber

Wet pour rubber flooring can be 
applied using recycled rubber or 
the more weather proof EPDM 

rubber

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inspections Maintenance staff should be asked to look for any cracking, lifting or breaking up of the surface granules. This can be due to: Installation during inclement weather conditions Chemical problem with the binder Failing to ensure proper bonds between the joins Insufficient strength in the sub-base mix Excessive impact absorbency in the sub-base mix Insufficient binder in the hard wearing course which is usually noticeable by excessive sweeping off of granules –  this is probably the single biggest problem with wet pour installers in South Africa -- the lack of Binder they mix into the recycled rubber. Also the quality of the some of the Binders used is poor.Lifting and breaking up can be due to:Insufficient binder in the mix Poor resistance to UV light Thermal or soil movement Tree roots In such circumstances a site inspection by the contractor should be arranged. Other problems sometimes encountered include excessive wear under a moving play unit  - for example - swings, roundabouts, usually the consequence of poor quality materials or mixing, or insufficient binder. 



Rubber tiles 

You can use rubber tile flooring 
for playground surfaces.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most popular playground safety rubber flooring system in the world today is the Impact Protection Slabs which are now starting to make their mark in South Africa. Their safety compliance certificate is almost immediate if the slab is paired to the correct fall heights. They are simple to install and highly effective in reducing playground injuries. 



Rubber tiles 

You can use rubber tile flooring 
for sports surfaces.

Presenter
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The rubber tiles are used as fall-impact protection surfacing in conformance with SANS 51177 and SANS 51176 for fall heights up to 3,0m and under outdoor playground equipment. As you can see in the picture they also make excellent sports floors for basketball, soccer and all other ball sports. 



Rubber tiles 

South Africa needs rubber tile 
flooring for schools, gyms, sports 
fields, childcare centres, and old 

age homes. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most types of rubber tiles will be resistant to spiked golf shoes and can take heavy gym equipment. 



Rubber tiles 

Rubber Tiles allows the flooring 
to be smooth, but not entirely 

seamless.

Presenter
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It is important to use a rubber tile supply company where the slab is completely traceable through to the final slab by having production codes stamped on the side on every slab. This will be very useful if ever required in litigation.



Rubber tiles 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Impact Protection Slabs are available in a variety of colours and thickness.A tile held together with connector pins has excellent dimensional stability and has a masonry-style installation technique.They can be played on under almost any weather conditions.



Rubber tiles 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Attention should be given to the placement of the slabs. The integrated connector pins secure the slabs against accidental movement and theft.�



Rubber tiles 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Impact Protection Slabs allow children to play happily without risk of injury 



Rubber tiles 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rubber tiles can also come with the lower portion in SBR and have a colourful 10mm EPDM wear layer layer on top. These tiles are very popular worldwide as they come in bright funky colours which the children are drawn to and love playing on and have excellent wear and durability. 



Future of playgrounds in SA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Will climate change affect the design of playgrounds in the future?In the not too distant future, the standard and type of housing and community design will change drastically. We will see an end to huge mansions and the rise of smaller homes. The indicators are already out there in the popularity of townhouse developments and eco-villages. I read recently that 1 in 20 middle class South Africans live in a gated community which enforces this theory. We are already starting to see the end of the backyard swimming pool and an increase in community pools. As homes become smaller, people spend much more time in common spaces, and these will have leisure components that are likely to fall under the parks and recreation jurisdiction. These new “commons” will be more akin to European village spaces and a distinct change from most current public spaces. As common spaces will become increasingly important then adequate budgets must certainly be implemented. But with significantly increased population density, does a playspace that is populated with metal and plastic furniture with wall-to-wall rubber make sense in human terms? As the public becomes increasing aware of the impact on the planet and the use of materials and energy, will the intensely manufactured playground paradigm of today match the sensibilities of tomorrow? We seem to think so as whichever way you look at it our children will always require a safe environment to play in and using waste material such as old car tyres answers this question too. 



Can playgrounds last into 
the next 50 years?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can playgrounds be designed to last the next 50 years? It is now common practice to either replace or significantly upgrade playgrounds every 20 years or less. This pattern of rapid obsolescence will change as well as the community comes to use their public spaces more intensely and come to value them more and more. The future will be so full of rapid change that there will be resistance to uproot those places where the public has deep emotional bonds. That means that landscape designers should be designing play areas that will last 50 years or more. Future playspaces must be alive, accepting of intense use and be filled with fundamental and enduring pleasures.The relationship between the public and the common space will change from a consumer to that of a mentorship. The community will be directly involved, nurturing the space and giving it a sense of place. The function of playgrounds is to provide a place where children come to grow, gain skills, find friends and become confident in themselves and their community. As playgrounds serve multiple generations, they will increasingly become a point of shared interest within the community. They will become the heart of the community for everyone, not just a service for those families with young kids. What will a playspace designed to last 50  years look like? Perhaps playpark designers should look around for spaces that have such longevity and learn from those. What an exciting challenge!Thank you. 
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